“ETERNO” BOLERO
AZZURRA yarn

YARN
ADRIAFIL YARNS
MATERIALS REQUIRED
• 450 gr. Azzurra yarn in violet no. 20
• knitting needles no. 21/2
• 1 violet 16 cm. zipper
• tapestry needle
SIZE: 42 (44-46)
PATTERN STITCHES
Elastic rib (beg.)
Knit stitch
K1/p1 rib st.
K3/p3 rib st.
GAUGE
10x10 cm. worked with knitting needles no. 21/2 in knit st. = 28 sts. and 38 rows.
10x10 cm. worked with knitting needles no. 21/2 in k3/p3 rib st. 3/3 = 47 sts. and 38 rows.
WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
Back: cast on 111 (121-131) sts. and work in knit st. To shape the sides incr. at ends 1 st. every 10 rows 10 times. When work
measures 23 (25-27) cm., to shape the armholes decr. at ends, inside 3 sts., 2 sts. every 4 rows 5 (6-7) times. When work
measures 21 (22-23) cm. from beg. of armholes, to slant the shoulders cross off at the ends, every 2 rows, 4 (6-8) sts., 5 sts. 3
times. Cross off the 73 (75-77) rem. sts.
Right front: cast on 19 sts. and work in knit st. On left of work shape the side, shape the armhole and slant the shoulder in
same way as back.
Left front: work to match the right front.
Sleeves: cast on 75 (79-83) sts. and, for the border, work 4 rows in elastic rib then cont. in k3/p3 rib st. When work measures
9 cm. cont. in knit st. decreasing 9 sts. spaced evenly over row 1. At the ends incr. 1 st. every 10 rows 12 times. When work
measures 38 (40-42) cm. from the border, to shape the armholes decr. at ends, inside 3 sts., 2 sts. every 2 rows twice, 2 sts.
every 4 rows twice, 2 sts. every 2 rows twice, 2 sts. every 4 rows 10 times, 2 sts. every 2 rows 2 (3-4) times. When work
measures 19 (20-21) cm. from beg. of armholes cross off the 18 rem. sts.
Buttonhole border and collar: cast on 93 sts. and work in k3/p3 rib st. When work measures 116 (123-130) cm. cross off the
sts.
Waistband: cast on 33 sts. and work in k3/p3 rib st. When work measures 93 (99-105) cm. cross off the sts.
Backing borders: cast on 11 st. and work in k1/p1 rib st. When work measures 16 cm. cross off the sts. Work 2 borders in the
same way.
MAKE UP AND FINISH
Sew up the shoulders. Sew up the sides. Bind off and join the sleeves. Sew up buttonhole side border and collar along the front
buttonhole side and
along the back
neckline. Join the
waistband at the base
of the back and front.
Fit the zipper and
cover
the seam, on wrong
side of work, with the
backing borders. With
the yarn doubled
make
a 20 cm. cord and 2
pompoms with a
diameter of 3 cm. Fit
the cord into the loop
of the zipper slider;
sew 1 pom-pom at
both
ends of the cord

ETERNO BAG
Crea yarn
To make this bag, work all the different parts, then wash at 30°C using a normal wash
cycle; fill the bag to give it a shape and allow to dry thoroughly.
IMPORTANT: after washing the height of the bag reduces by about 30% and the width
by about 10%.
The bag parts are as follows:
2 handles, 2 sides, centre panel, one flower and one leaf.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
250 gm. ADRIAFIL CREA yarn
knitting needles no. 8
crochet hook no. 5
tapestry needle
INITIAL DIMENSIONS
Handles 3.5 x 63 cm., sides 11 x 58 cm., centre panel 36 x 60 cm., 1 flower and 1 twig
FINAL BAG DIMENSIONS
32 x 18 cm. with one 9.5 cm. side
WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
Handle: with knitting needles no. 8 work in elastic rib 5 sts for 100 rows.
Side: with knitting needles no. 8 work in knit stitch 15 sts. for 52 rows.
Centre panel: with knitting needles no. 8 work in knit stitch 52 sts for 120 rows.
Flower: with crochet hook no. 5 work 3 rounds of different sizes, always starting with 4 chains closed with a
loop, work 10 trs. and then cont. increasing 4 stitches every row to the required diameter.
Twig: with crochet hook no. 5 cast on 30 chain stitches, in the 4th chain stitch from the hook, work 3 trebles in
each base chain stitch to the end. This forms a coil.
MAKE UP AND FINISH
Sew up the sides and the centre panel with the purl stitch facing up and the seam visible.
Sew up the handles.
Join the three crocheted rounds.
Wash the sewn bag, the flower and the twig in your washer at 30° with neutral soap together with 2 pairs of
denims which help to felt the bag.
Dry very thoroughly.
Sew the flower and the twig on the bag placing them centrally at the top.

